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Abstract

Efficient virtualization methodologies constitute the core of cloud computing data center implementation. Clients are attracted to the cloud model by the ability to scale available resources dynamically and the flexibility in payment options. However, performance hiccups can push them to return to the buy-and-maintain model. Virtualization plays a key role in the synchronous management of the thousands of servers along with clients’ data residing on them. To achieve seamless virtualization, cloud providers require a system that performs the function of virtual network mapping. This includes receiving the cloud client requests and allocating computational and network resources in a way that guarantees the quality of service conditions for clients while maximizing the data center resource utilization and providers’ revenue. In this thesis, we introduce a comprehensive system to solve the problem of virtual network mapping for a set of connection requests sent by cloud clients. Connections are collected in time intervals called windows. Subsequently, node mapping and link mapping are performed. Different window size selection schemes are introduced and evaluated. Three schemes to prioritize connections are used and their effect is assessed. Moreover, a technique dealing with connections spanning over more than a window is introduced. Simulation results show that the dynamic window size algorithm achieves cloud service providers objectives in terms of generated revenue, served connections ratio, resource utilization and computational overhead. In addition, experimental results show that handling spanning connections independently improves the results for the performance metrics measured.

Moreover, in a cloud infrastructure, handling all resources efficiently in their usage, management and energy consumption is challenging. We propose an energy efficient technique for embedding online virtual network requests in cloud data centers. The core focus of this study is to manage energy efficiently in cloud environment. A fixed windowing technique with spanning connections is used. Our algorithm, and a technique for randomly embedding nodes and links are also explained. The results clearly show that the algorithm used in this study generated better results in terms of energy consumption, served connections and revenue generation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Cloud clients are attracted to the cloud model by the ability to scale the number and capabilities of their rented machines dynamically as their business demands require. The flexibility in payment options offered by providers is another attractive feature. However, performance hiccups may force clients to either switch to other cloud providers or even return to the buy-and-maintain model [3]. To maintain the performance in data centers at the level required by clients, cloud providers need a thorough data center management system. This management process includes synchronously handling the diverse resources of thousands of servers located in the data center along with clients’ data residing on them [4]. Virtualization’s role is a key in this process. Through virtualization, cloud service providers can offer computing power, storage, platforms, and services in a commodity based design without the clients needing to worry about low level implementation details. Clients can compute and connect without the overhead of resource management or network routing and control [5].

To achieve seamless virtualization, cloud providers require an efficient framework to comprehensively perform the functions of resource virtualization, allocation and scheduling in their geographically distributed network of data centers (public clouds). Cloud data centers contain a large number of servers that store, process and exchange clients’ data. These systems will receive clients’ network and computational resource reservation requests and perform the mapping and scheduling of these requests. In the virtual network model adopted by many
providers, clients are able to reserve Virtual Machines (VMs) of multiple types that have different resource configurations [6][7][8]. Clients can also make connection requests to connect to their VMs residing in data centers. These connections will facilitate data exchange between the client VMs or between a client VM and the client’s private cloud. The VMs can represent the vertices of a virtual network where each client expects to maintain the agreed upon Quality of Service (QoS) conditions, regardless of how many other clients are sharing the data center resources at the same time. A key condition here is the system’s ability to allocate network resources to VMs dynamically at any moment. This virtual network mapping scenario raises certain questions: What is the optimal VM placement policy/method to serve client requests? Which network connection assignment/mapping and scheduling policy should be used? How often are arriving requests processed and mapped? How are these requests prioritized?

In this thesis, we tackle the problem of virtual network mapping in a cloud computing data center environment. Virtual network mapping in this context means finding the optimal technique/policy to serve/handle requests received continuously from clients by constructing virtual networks that contain multiple VM instances running on servers in multiple geographically distributed data centers. Virtual machine instances can be connected through virtual network links or edges that are mapped onto physical (substrate) network paths.

1.2 Contributions

In this thesis, we introduce a new virtual network mapping methodology for cloud computing data centers. Our contribution can be summarized as follows:

- Introduce a comprehensive model that covers computational and network resource requests and supports performing node mapping and link mapping.

- Aggregate the connection requests into virtual network requests and process these requests in a time window based manner.

- Investigate the effect of fixed and dynamic window sizes and the aggregation factor combined with virtual network mapping in a networked cloud environment. The objective is to achieve the optimal window size for a specific virtual network mapping problem.
1.3 Thesis Organization

- Investigate the effect of ordering connections on the performance of the system by testing multiple methods of prioritizing connections before processing.

- Investigate the effect of adding the spanning connections technique and show its effect on revenue and performance.

In addition, in this thesis, we introduce an energy-aware provision of online virtual network requests in a cloud computing environment. Our contribution can be summarized as follows:

- Investigate the effect of energy efficient node and link mapping strategies combined with window technique and spanning connections in energy consumption in a cloud environment.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis can be outlined as follows.

Chapter 2 provides a conceptual overview of virtualization and network virtualization. Other virtualization platforms and virtualization in data centers are also presented in this chapter. Chapter 3 presents a review of cloud computing, including definition, architecture, advantages, and challenges. Resource allocation in cloud environments is also presented in this chapter. Related past research in virtual network mapping in cloud environment are presented. Chapter 4 addresses the most prevalent resource allocation problem in the network virtualization environment, virtual network embedding, and presents a comprehensive system to solve the problem of virtual network mapping. Chapter 5 proposes an energy efficient technique for embedding virtual network requests in cloud data centers. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with possible future work.
Chapter 2

Virtualization and Virtualization platforms

2.1 Virtualization

As the use of computers grew, a number of operating systems have emerged. In addition, large numbers of applications have been developed on these operating systems (OS). Processors have become very powerful and their power is increasing with time [9]. The cost of IT hardware has remained almost constant, even though the processing power and the size of other resources such as memory, and hard disk, etc. have increased. In many cases the processing power of computers remain unutilized as the architecture of X86 computers allows only one operating system to run at a time [10]. In order to increase the resource utilization of computers, the concept of virtualization was introduced. Virtualization allows multiple OSs to run on a single machine by removing the traditional bond between hardware and software [10]. This is done by using a software called hypervisor [11]. Each OS runs on a separate virtual machine created by virtualization. The hypervisor, also called Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM), distributes the various computing resources available such as computing power, memory, storage and networking dynamically among the various virtual machines [12].

Network virtualization allows physically dispersed resources to be run and managed as a single logical resource. The virtual networking software provides an abstraction layer for deployment and management of network resources. The virtualization software partitions the
network into a number of isolated logical networks called Virtual Networks (VNs) with unique attributes, including switching, routing, bandwidth, and security. This creates a logical partition for users or applications across the network. These logical partitions then can be managed with common attributes for each logical partition [13][14]. The most important challenge in network virtualization is virtual network embedding that is inserting virtual network in both physical side of nodes such as CPU, memory, and storage and links such as bandwidth on basic network of infrastructure provider [15][16]. The main goal of this chapter is to introduce the concept of network virtualization and discuss other virtualization platforms.

The key benefits provided by virtualization are [17][18]:

- Allowing optimal utilization of computing resources by using capacities that may be wasted while using a single operating system.
- Minimizing the administration of infrastructure due to reduction in number of resources used.
- Creating scalable and flexible IT infrastructure.
- Allowing the virtual machines portability of data from one virtual machine to another in case of any problems in one machine.
- Sharing the resources to reduce operating costs as well as capital cost.
- Reducing the electrical power requirement of IT infrastructure by reducing the hardware resources.
- Increasing the availability of services by improving system maintenance and allowing quick recovery in case of disasters.

### 2.2 Virtualization Platforms

Virtualization solutions basically simulate the hardware platform with virtualization or hypervisor acting as a middle layer between the operating system and the hardware. The virtualization solutions can be categorized as follows:
2.2.1 Desktop Virtualization

The desktop virtualization brings the desktop environment onto the user’s device and makes him/her feel as if he/she is solely working on the desktop system. The system works like a client-server computing model with virtualization software running on the centralized server instead of the user’s computer [19]. The user can login to the system from any place but will see the environment of normal desktop on his device. For providing desktop virtualization, the hypervisor’s software is run on the base hardware. The hypervisor allows the deployment and management of virtual machines [11]. Desktop virtualization has some limitations. It does not provide the flexibility of some OS like MS Windows that requires fast network connection with servers [20].

2.2.2 Server Virtualization

The server virtualization enables the server to run different operating systems as well as different applications at the same time on a single server machine [12]. The advantage in this case is that the client does not know that a virtual machine is being used for serving user requirement. This scheme allows a number of different applications running on different OSs to run on single server thereby saving on resources and providing optimum server resource utilization [21]. The comparison between traditional computing model and virtual machine model is depicted in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 [18].

![Figure 2.1: Traditional computing model.](image)

The server virtualization software allows load balancing by moving virtual machines from one physical machine to another without causing noticeable downtime. The use of server virtualization provides efficient utilization of IT resources, space and power savings [18].
2.2.3 Storage Virtualization

The storage virtualization allows the system to see multiple storage media devices as a single device [22]. As per Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA), the storage virtualization is defined as “The act of abstracting, hiding, or isolating the internal functions of storage (sub) systems or service from applications, and host computers. Or general network resources, for the purpose of enabling applications and network-independent management of storage data” [23]. Thus virtualization provides simple interface for complex storage functions associated with storage.

The storage virtualization provides following benefits [22][23]:

- Removes the single point failures in storage systems in a cost effective manner
- Improves utilization of storage systems
- Provides guaranteed QoS that can also be measured
- Simplifies data archival and disaster recovery

2.2.4 Application Virtualization

Traditionally, applications are run on dedicated OS and hardware. The application virtualization allows the applications to run on any platform. However, the application feels that it is being run on the supported platform and gets access to all the resources required to function. Virtual applications do not require installation in the traditional sense as the applications are isolated from the operating system used and the runtime environment of OS is replaced by an
application virtualization layer. However, they are executed on the virtual machine as if they are installed in a traditional manner [18]. Microsoft’s Application Virtualization (App-V) is one software that converts the applications into central management of services [24][25].

2.2.5 Network Virtualization

Network virtualization allows physically dispersed resources to be run and managed as a single logical resource. The virtual networking software provides an abstraction layer for deployment and management of network resources. The virtualization software partitions the network into a number of isolated logical networks with unique attributes, including switching, routing, bandwidth, and security. This creates a logical partition for users or applications across the network. These logical partitions then can be managed with common attributes for each logical partition [13][14].

The virtualized network architecture consists of three main components: network access control, path isolation and virtual services. The network access control grants the access rights to the users for accessing the logical partitions. The path isolation provides routing of traffic across the network for every logical partition. The virtual services provide network services such as DNS, DHCP, and IP telephony management for each logical partition [13].

The network virtualization is aimed to decouple all the network services including configuration, and provisioning from physical layer to virtualization software layer so that they can be managed centrally. The virtualization of a large network allows a network to be managed centrally with less resources [26][27].

IT organizations have started realizing the advantages, the significance and the efficacy of virtual networks over the traditional setup and are contemplating measures to migrate to this new paradigm [28]. Although researchers argue over the significance of virtual networks, they seem to agree on the advantages of virtual network over the rigidity of traditional setup [14].

Virtualization of the network involves separation or decoupling the role played by the current network service providers into two separate segments. While one segment, called the infrastructure providers, takes care of the network hardware, the other segment, called the service providers, manages the virtual networks spread across the network hardware [29].
The infrastructure providers are the managers of the underlying physical hardware. They follow a cost-effective business model where the hardware resources are offered to their clients. The popularity of the infrastructure provider depends on the quality of resources they offer and the flexibility they provide to their clients in terms of customization. The infrastructure providers offer a highly intuitive and user friendly front-end or interface that can be used by their clients to acquire a very holistic view of the available resources and manage them properly.

The service providers rent infrastructure from the infrastructure providers, create and manage the virtual network and provide service to the end-users. For example, in a mobile communication paradigm, various physical hardware utilities such as the network servers, network towers, switches, hubs, and routers are provided by the infrastructure providers. The service providers make use of the hardware utilities and implement the virtual networks on them and provide mobile communication service to end-users. The end users pay a rent on a pay-per-use basis to the service providers and the service providers pay their rents to the infrastructure providers. The biggest incentive of this architecture comprising of multiple service providers is flexibility. The end-users now have the opportunity to select a service provider that best meet their demands and requirements.

The virtual network environment: The first major constituents of the virtual network environment are the virtual networks managed by the service providers. Each virtual network managed by individual service provider is made up of virtual network nodes that are closely interconnected by the virtual connections. The virtual networks are implemented on the underlying physical hardware obtained from either one or multiple infrastructure providers. This flexibility was absent in the traditional rigid network architecture. Figure 2.3 graphically demonstrates the virtual network environment comprising of the virtual networks managed by service providers and the network hardware managed by the infrastructure providers.

As shown in Figure 2.3, individual virtual networks VN1 and VN2 are managed by individual service providers SP1 and SP2 and they span over physical resources that are being offered by the infrastructure providers InP1 and InP2. The end users depicted as U1, U2 and U3 can subscribe to any of the service providers that best fit into their requirement [1].
The Key Principles of Network Virtualization:

As Chowdhury & Boutaba in [1] states, network virtualization stands on 4 major architectural principles: coexistence, recursion, inheritance and revisitation. Coexistence is well depicted in Figure 2.3 where the two virtual networks coexist on the common infrastructure provided by the two infrastructure providers. Recursion occurs when a child parent hierarchy is created between virtual networks. In Figure 2.3, virtual network 1 acts as a parent to virtual network 2 by allocating some of its resources to it. As a result of this recursion an inheritance is established between the parent and the child. In Figure 2.3, SP2 inherits all the characteristics from SP1 along with the constraints that SP1 might have acquired from its infrastructure providers InP1 and InP2. Revisitation happens when a single physical node of the infrastructure providers hosts and manages more than one virtual node within a single virtual network. This possibility helps the service providers to manage highly complex tasks and streamline virtual network management. In Figure 2.3, a single node of the infrastructure provider 1 hosts two
nodes in the virtual network 2.

The Promising Characteristics of Virtual Networks:

Virtualization of the networks was conceptualized with certain objectives in mind. Different researchers and study groups have studied the characteristics of an ideal virtual network. Chowdhury & Boutaba in [1] highlights the following traits that must be present in an ideal virtual network.

- Flexibility: The ability of the service providers to implement diverse network topologies that best suits their business needs is an absolute requirement for any virtual network framework. The service providers must have the capability to define their network characteristics without having to face any hardware constraints. The arrangement should be such that the service providers are independent to offer highly customized products and services to their end users.

- Manageability: Virtual networks adopt a segmented architecture where the physical layer is separated from the network layer. This set up is much easier to maintain. In ideal virtual network, the service providers should have complete power to manage their virtual networks.

- Scalability: A virtual network environment must be scalable. Hardware infrastructure provided by the infrastructure providers should be competent and robust enough to accommodate multiple virtual networks with any trade-offs in performance and quality of service [30].

- Isolation and Stability: The multiple virtual networks’ operation on the hardware layers should be able to operate independently. A standalone virtual network should be able to avoid interference from or dependence on the neighboring networks. This will ensure clients’ privacy and will prevent complete network collapse due to any breakdown in a single network. However, if there is a breakdown in the hardware layer hosting multiple virtual networks, the virtual networks will be affected. An ideal virtual environment
should be such that in the given scenario, the individual virtual networks should be able to recover on their own and get back to the last ideal state.

- Support to legacy networks setup: While implementing a virtual network, it may be necessary to integrate the established traditional setup with the virtual architecture. This could be critical from different perspectives such as stability, and disruption prevention.

2.3 Data Centers

A data center is a place where large number of servers are installed along with associated networking equipment to provide computing services to large number of clients. With the growth of Internet and the use of Internet for e-commerce applications, the demand for large scale and reliable hosting of web pages has brought out the large scale Internet data centers. The Internet data center traditionally provides hosting services to large number of clients. These centers are equipped with high speed Internet connectivity and reliable hardware and software. Google, Facebook, Yahoo, and Amazon store large amount of data and provide services from data centers [31][32][33]. Data centers may be owned and operated by large businesses such as Facebook, yahoo, Google or by service providers. The data center operator’s business model revolves around efficient sharing of data center resources among large number of clients or applications[34]. The infrastructure facilities required for operating large scale data centers are quite large and require substantial investment as well as operating expenditure. The use of 1000’s of servers in large scale data center requires large amount of space as well as electric power and air conditioning to cool down the servers. For example, a data center having 1,000 racks requires 10MW of power [35]. In order to bring down the cost of power and air-conditioning, it is necessary to optimize the resource requirement in data centers [36][37][38]. This requires optimizing the use of equipment, space utilization, power management, thermal management. The concept of “green computing” has evolved and is being researched heavily to improve power and cooling system in large scale data centers [39][40].

The key requirements of a data center are efficient utilization of resources, high availability with operations running on 24/7 basis, fault tolerance, and security. In order to provide these requirements, multiple data centers are located in geographically dispersed locations to provide
2.3. Data Centers

geographical redundancy. The technologies such as data replication, and disaster recovery, provide necessary redundancies for mission critical applications [41].

2.3.1 Virtualization in Data Centers

Data center houses thousands of servers to provide services to clients. Each client has applications that are built on various OS platforms. In order to utilize servers efficiently, servers should be able to run applications on various platforms. In order to achieve this, server virtualization is the key technology used in data centers. Virtualization provides multiple platforms on single powerful machine to optimize resources. In addition, a data center needs to optimize all available resources to provide the customers the services required using various platforms. The data center virtualization basically involves the use of all virtualization technologies such as server virtualization, storage virtualization, network virtualization and application virtualization [42]. The advent and popularity of cloud computing has made the number of data centers grow exponentially. The use of virtualization technologies is the key to efficient utilization of resources in cloud environment.
Chapter 3

Resource Allocation in Cloud Computing Environment

3.1 Introduction

The 21st century has witnessed tremendous growth in data generation, data sharing and information technology in general. Computer hardware and software have become extremely affordable and with the advent of the World Wide Web, information dissemination and knowledge sharing have become virtually seamless. This technological advancement in the IT sector has been extremely instrumental in the development of the modern cloud computing paradigm, where the typical IT infrastructure, such as the central processing unit or the data storage utility, is maintained at data centers in distributed locations. Its services are commercially leased to different organizations and service providers over the Internet, on an on-demand basis. In essence, cloud computing relieves many organizations from investing in expensive IT infrastructure, virtually making computational resources available for use in different geographical locations. This may make the business models of small and medium size corporates highly cost effective [43]. In today’s fast paced working environment, there is a growing expectation for the availability of resources on the go. Instead of continuing to use a fixed computer system with enough processing capabilities, modern day corporate executives would prefer light systems with Internet capabilities through which they could access the same or even more powerful computing resources hosted in the cloud. Cloud, in a true sense, provides independence
and assures support in the face of changing demands. If demands are high, more computational power could be acquired and if demands are low, operational costs could be reduced by releasing computational resources back to the cloud. Therefore, the very philosophy of cloud computing epitomizes mobility, flexibility and adaptability, traits that are extremely relevant to modern day businesses.

The cloud computing model adopts a two tier structure where the first tier is made up of organizations who manage the cloud computing infrastructure. The second tier is made up of the service providers who rent the cloud computing infrastructure to provide service to the target customers [43][44]. The infrastructure providers (IPs), who rent out computing resources to the service providers, give them the flexibility and independence to operate without having to invest in expensive computational resources. The infrastructure providers rent out their IT resources to the service providers in different ways and scenarios as enumerated below:

- **Infrastructure as a Service scenario (IaaS).**
  The computational resources maintained by the infrastructure providers are virtually allocated into different segments or virtual systems, which are then rented out to the service providers. The software utilities that are required to provide the services to the end user are being managed by the service providers in the allocated spaces.

- **Platform as a Service scenario (PaaS).**
  In this scenario, the infrastructure providers lease the software platform to service providers instead of the virtual infrastructure.

- **Software as a service scenario (SaaS).**
  In this scenario, the end users are offered various software services that are based on the cloud infrastructure. The end-users can make full use of different software utilities without having to install them locally in their machines. A good example of this scenario is Google Docs [45]. This offering is a shift from the traditional system of purchasing computer softwares and installing them in a system, and then maintaining a never ending process of updating and licensing. SaaS offers on demand pay-as-you-go service to the client and there is absolutely no need to worry about licenses and version releases. It
is highly cost effective; clients no longer have to invest in expensive hardware to fulfill specific software requirements [46].

In essence, the cloud computing paradigm is about the migration of computing architecture and hardware resources to the virtual space, maintained by the centralized unit and its services made available to clients and end users over the network. This may reduce capital costs associated with acquiring expensive hardware and software and make the business models of numerous small and medium sized enterprises highly cost effective.

Cloud computing has been well received in the 21st century IT industry in general and has found appeal even amongst the non-technical businesses and organizations. This clearly demonstrates the significance and usability of the technology for a highly varied range of requirements.

### 3.2 Resource Allocation in Cloud Computing

One of the biggest advantages of cloud computing architecture is that it is highly scalable. In other words, computational resources could be added or released based on the changing market demands. Consequently, it seems evident that the way the computational resources are allocated by cloud providers determines their profitability in the business and completion of tasks within specified deadlines. In the present market scenario, the demand for cloud computing solutions is high and efficient resource allocation is extremely crucial and challenging to profitably fulfill the requirement of clients. Resource allocation becomes even more critical when the client enters into a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the cloud provider, and it becomes imperative for the provider to honor the agreement in totality.

There have been numerous studies to define efficient resource allocation algorithms. The major cloud providers operating today give many options to the clients to acquire resource allocation for their tasks. Previous studies on resource allocation have focused on capabilities of cloud infrastructure or virtual machines to efficiently complete real time jobs and ideal virtual machines for optimal energy usage in the cloud facilities. However, there is not much information or guidance to help the clients choose a scalable cloud computing package that is ideal for them in terms of cost effectiveness and efficiency [47]. From the perspective of the
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Infrastructure as a Service scenario in the cloud computing setup, Table 3.1 below illustrates the different virtual machine renting options offered by Amazon EC2 cloud services [31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual Machines type</th>
<th>Compute Units</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Cost per hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Memory</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>17.1 GB</td>
<td>420 GB</td>
<td>$ 0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>15.0 GB</td>
<td>1690 GB</td>
<td>$ 1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High CPU</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>7.0 GB</td>
<td>1690 GB</td>
<td>$ 1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.1 Cloud Computing Architectures

The general architecture of a typical cloud computing setup is composed of four primary layers. Figure 3.1 is a schematic representation of the different layers of the cloud computing setup [43].

- **The hardware or data centre layer.**
  As the name suggests, this layer is composed of hardware resources such as servers, hubs, routers and server cooling utilities.

- **The infrastructure layer.**
  The infrastructure layer is composed of the virtual segments of storage and computational resources that are offered to service providers. The infrastructure layer is created by virtually partitioning the physical hardware resources.

- **The platform layer.**
  The platform layer is where the operating system resides and houses different application framework utilities such as databases and .NET frameworks.
• The application layer.

The application layer resides at the top of the cloud computing architecture and offers the clients with the actual software and storage utilities that can be used for processing, disseminating and storing data.

![Layers of cloud computing architecture](image)

**Figure 3.1: Layers of cloud computing architecture.**

### 3.3.2 The Evolution of the Cloud set up

The concept of the cloud first appeared in the form of TCP/IP enabled networks, which were set up in institutions and laboratories to exchange information and resources in-house. As science progressed and collaborations increased, networks of different organizations started communicating between themselves, and this marked the emergence of the World Wide Web. Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) became the new paradigm to facilitate sharing of information over the network. As the Internet became the new order of information sharing in the 21st century, the concept of grid computing slowly emanated from the increasing needs of modern businesses. Grid computing is all about sharing high performance computing resources and services across the network to perform specialized tasks. The paradigm of cloud computing is the latest offering of this development trend and is being hailed as a revolutionary concept, which might change the way people utilize modern IT resources. Figure 3.2 illustrates the evolution of cloud computing [2].
3.3.3 Technical and Economic Advantages of Cloud Computing Paradigm

Even though cloud computing developed late compared to the emergence of Information Technology in general, it has attained significant heights and revolutionized the business models of major corporates such as Google and Amazon [43].

According to [43], cloud computing solutions not only reduce business capital costs, but helps to reduce the issues experienced by clients when using computational processing services. The critical benefits and advantages associated with cloud computing are shown below [43]:

- There is no capital investment in IT hardware and software. Services offered by the cloud can be procured instantly with an upfront payment when there is an urgent need.

- Cloud services and utilities are easily accessible because they are available on the Internet and can be utilized from different geographical locations 24/7. The cloud services are also highly compatible with different electronic devices such as laptops, notebooks, PDAs and even mobile smart phones.

- Since the service providers and clients using cloud services do not have to maintain hardware resources, they do not face the risk of hardware failures, and they do not need not spend resources on cite staff training.
3.3.4 Challenges

However, there are some potential drawbacks that enterprises might have to deal with when they shift from the traditional IT setup to the cloud. These drawbacks are described below:

- **Data Integrity, Privacy and Security issues.**
  Data associated with strategic business vision and business logic are highly sensitive for any organization. Similarly, there is a huge responsibility for the business organizations to maintain privacy and the integrity of their customer data. When an organization maintains its own IT system, they can be more certain about the security of their data as they are able to monitor and update their security protocols from a close proximity. On the other hand, when they use cloud services they are delegating the job of maintaining the security and privacy of their data to a third party organization, which they cannot monitor themselves. That is why data security is a major issue, especially with large organizations who deal with highly sensitive data such as customer information, business secrets, and patent details. It has been observed that present cloud computing solutions do not have all the means to comply with all the security and privacy requirements associated with such type of data [48].

- **Compatibility issues.**
  Software and data compatibility are common in modern organizations when they try to upgrade their legacy systems. However, in a cloud environment, the scale of the problem gets highly inflated. This is mainly because of the fact that service providers and clients have no control whatsoever to resolve the compatibility issues, and they are required to rely on the third party cloud vendors. Every prominent cloud service provider has its unique format of storing and managing data, and in the event of a client wishing to migrate from one cloud system to another, data compatibility is a major issue. The problem is further aggravated by the data transfer limitations with regards to speed [48].

- **Lack of robust contractual agreements.**
  In the present market scenario, there are not any effective service level agreements offered by the cloud providers to their clients. In other words, there are very few safe-
guards to ensure that the clients exactly get what they are promised. Even when a service level agreement exists, it is not very effective to guarantee the service that is being promised. Furthermore, given the commercialization of the cloud services, it has been observed that cloud service providers fail to properly appreciate the vital requirements such as continued high computing performance, responsiveness and pro-activeness that are paramount for any organization. It has also been observed that some well-established cloud providers promise a certain level of performance to attract clients, and subsequently offer discounts in their services to compensate for their inability to fulfill the promised level of service. If the promised level of performance is actually a vital requirement for the business model of the client, they are bound to lose revenue and market credibility, which might even lead to complete collapse of their business model [48].

- Cloud performance instability: Even though cloud computing services are being hailed by small and medium sized enterprises for meeting their changing IT demand with agility, issues related to the stability and performance of the cloud systems during peak demand hours vary considerably. Studies carried out in Australia have demonstrated that performance and stability of the cloud systems offered by software giants such as Google and Microsoft show significant variation during peak hours. If the cloud systems fail to handle the peak load and goes down, many enterprises who are completely dependent on the cloud for their entire IT needs will suffer considerably [48].

3.3.5 Inherent Characteristics of Cloud Computing

Some aspects of cloud computing that sets it apart from traditional computing services are discussed below [43][44]. These features are highly instrumental in imparting the technical advantage to the cloud services.

- Multi-tenancy.

A cloud provider rents computational or storage services to multiple clients. These services can be maintained in a single data center. The different services are managed together by the cloud infrastructure providers and clients, and given the layered architecture of a typical cloud set up, the management of services becomes relatively easy. The
infrastructure providers and the clients only need to concentrate on the layer where the service is located.

- **Shared resource pooling.**
  The cloud services utilize a pool of computational resources that are dynamically allocated to different clients based on specific requirements. That way the cloud infrastructure providers are able to efficiently utilize their resources in a cost-effective manner and curtail management and operational costs.

- **Wide geo-distribution of data centers, and network access.**
  Data centers that offer cloud services are widely distributed across different geographical locations. Through such a diversified distribution, cloud service providers are able to offer agile and efficient services to the clients. For example, a client located in Seattle would be best served by a data center located in Seattle or even California instead of a center located in Europe. Furthermore, modern cloud services are almost entirely accessible through the Internet and can be utilized by any electronic device that can go online.

- **Dynamic resource provisioning or allocation.**
  Modern cloud computing solutions allow instant dynamic allocation and withdrawal of computational resources to the clients based on the changing requirements. This also makes the cloud model highly cost effective and cuts down operational costs. In essence, a modern cloud computing environment is extremely dynamic and flexible and is highly suitable for modern businesses in today’s volatile market spaces.

### 3.3.6 Current Trends and some Prominent Cloud Players

Cloud computing has widely been implemented and adopted by big corporates such as Microsoft and Google. Cloud computing has also improved the way computational resources and services are managed, utilized and offered to clients over the network. It has given a brand new shape to the business models of thousands of enterprises across the globe and also enabled cloud infrastructure providers to maximize the utility of their hardware and software resources.
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and reduce operational costs. However, there is still much scope for progress, and some pertaining issues associated with data privacy, data security, computational and network resources management and power management.

Some currently available commercial cloud services are illustrated in Table 3.2 below [43].

Table 3.2: Commercial cloud utilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Provider</th>
<th>Amazon EC2</th>
<th>Windows Azure</th>
<th>Google App Engine</th>
<th>Google Apps</th>
<th>Salesforce.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of service provide</strong></td>
<td>Infrastructure service</td>
<td>Platform service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Software service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.7 Different Types of Clouds

The decision of an organization to migrate to a cloud setup is influenced by different factors. Every organization has different reasons to move their IT infrastructure to a cloud environment. While some clients might be looking to cut down on their day to day IT operational costs, others might like to project high quality and security as their unique selling points. To cater to these diverse demands and requirements, there exist four different kinds of cloud setup as described below [49][43][50][51]:

- **Public clouds.**
  In this type of clouds, the client or the service provider does not need to invest anything to create a capital infrastructure base and the responsibility to deal with the risk factors associated with any modern IT setup is entirely transferred to the infrastructure provider. The service providers offer their resources as service to the general public over the Internet. However, this type of cloud is too general and is incapable of catering to niche requirements. The data security in this type of cloud is not very robust as well.

- **Private clouds.**
  This type of cloud architecture, as the name suggests, caters to an exclusive group of clients mostly within a single organization. The qualities associated with this type of cloud include safety, reliability and high performance. However this type of cloud might require investments from the users.
• **Hybrid clouds.**

This type of cloud brings together the best of public and private clouds. While they promise robust data security like private clouds, they also retain the high level of flexibility and adaptability of public clouds. However, defining the architecture of a hybrid cloud is quite tricky with regards to the maintenance of an ideal ratio between public and private virtues.

• **Community cloud.**

This type of cloud caters to a group of organizations that share similar values and visions. Community clouds are constructed and used by a community of organizations and the cloud service provider could be either a commercial one or even a member of the community.

### 3.4 Resource Allocation Algorithms in Cloud Computing

When an organization migrates to a cloud environment, its entire IT setup is transferred to the cloud. On one hand, it significantly reduces the time, effort and cost involved with maintaining a complete IT infrastructure, but on the other hand the organization becomes entirely dependent on a third party vendor.

Efficient allocation of cloud resources (computational and network) shape the profitability and cost-effectiveness of the business models of both the clients and the cloud service providers alike. While proper resource allocation and management at the cloud infrastructure with regards to issues such as power management and ventilation is highly beneficial for them, appropriate acquisition of cloud computational and network resources by a client makes all the difference between profit and loss.

#### 3.4.1 Resource Allocation in Public Cloud

Earlier studies that focused on the resource allocation in multi-core or multi-processor CPUs did not correlate well with the issues of resource allocation in highly scalable cloud systems [47]. While multi-processor CPU units have a fixed number of processors, cloud computing
services could provide numerous instances of virtual machines to deal with a particular task, depending on the need.

In the absence of proper selection guidance, if a user purchases more virtual machine instances than required and the task is completed earlier than expected, the idle virtual machines could have been used to do other tasks for the remaining period of rent time. As a result, it is very obvious in this situation that proper resource allocation will make all the difference between success and failure. To help clients choose the most profitable combination of virtual machine instances, authors in [47] proposed a resource allocation algorithm applicable in the Infrastructure as a Service scenario of cloud setup, where clients get the opportunity to make the resource selection.

The proposed polynomial time algorithm first identifies future tasks that might overlap with the current task before it is over and then allocates resources in such a manner that all the tasks can be finished on time through the use of adequate virtual machine instances. The algorithm starts by allocating a virtual machine with the lowest speed for a particular task and then determines if a virtual machine with a higher processing speed could benefit future overlapping tasks. While high speed virtual machines are being considered, the overlap time between the current task and future tasks is computed. This overlap period is defined as the time period for which the virtual machine assigned to the current task is available for use to the future tasks. This algorithm is designed from the perspective of the cloud user. It seeks to assist them in making the most ideal or appropriate resource allocation, for not just their current real-time task, but also the future tasks that might overlap during the period for which cloud resources are being rented.

On similar lines, Kim et al. [52] studied the scheduling of jobs in the cloud that have real time constraints. In their study, the real time constraints are mentioned in the service level agreements between the cloud providers and the clients. In this kind of scenario, clients do not get the opportunity to decide on the number of virtual machines that needs to be selected for the given tasks, but the cloud service providers who makes the virtual machine selection. The study focused on the aspect of efficient power management while the virtual machines are being allocated to different tasks as per service level agreements. Consequently, it could be observed that the study was cloud-provider-focused rather than client-focused.
3.4.2 Virtual Network Mapping in Cloud Environment

Massive data centers where the IT infrastructure is located, forms the heart of modern day cloud computing services. Furthermore, the data center being centrally located the cost of services in terms of money and time is high for those clients who are located far away. This led to the development of the concept of distributed data centers that are spread across different geographical locations. These distributed data centers are interconnected with the use of a physical network to create infrastructure of cloud. The physical network is used in order to get high speed and bandwidth resources [53]. This model makes full use of its diversity, with regards to the distribution of data centers across different regions, to offer highly cost effective services to its clients.

Virtual network mapping is the main resources allocation problem in the domain of network virtualization. In network virtualization, the inherent resource allocation challenge involves cost effective allocation of a virtual network over the physical network in such a manner that all the client requirements are met with minimum resource usage.

To realize the potential of network virtualization it is important that virtual network embedding techniques are exploited to accurately map every virtual network to the physical nodes and links.

Endo et al. [54] proposed the concept of distributed cloud where the data centers are located in diverse geographical locations and cloud providers hire the services of dedicated communication providers to facilitate communication between the data centers and the clients. The researchers anticipate that the diversely located data centers will immensely benefit Network Virtualization, which essentially is a system that supports “multiple coexisting heterogeneous network architecture from different service providers, sharing a common physical substrate.” [54].

The authors addressed the issue of resource allocation in distributed cloud as follows [54]:

- **Resource modeling.**

  Cloud resource modeling (resource description) enables cloud providers to efficiently manage the cloud IT infrastructure. Different optimization algorithms and operations that use a cloud set up to increase efficiency and cost effectiveness depend on proper
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resource modeling.

- **Resource offering and treatment.**
  Once resource modeling is complete and the cloud infrastructures are properly managed, the cloud services providers can provide an interface in the form of a resource allocation system to the user. It is the resource allocation system that ensures that all the client requirements are properly addressed as per the conditions defined in the service level agreements between clients and cloud service providers.

- **Resource discovery and monitoring.**
  Resource discovery and monitoring constitutes the third pillar through which efficient resource allocation is achieved in a distributed cloud environment. Resource discovery involves identification and localization of ideal cloud resources from different available sources through the use of a discovery framework to meet the demands of the clients within a specified time constraint. Resource monitoring, on the other hand, is instrumental in ensuring that cloud resources are continuously available to the clients on demand anytime anywhere. This necessitates resource monitoring to run as a continuous process, and assist in the overall resource optimization process of the cloud setup through intelligent decisions with regards to allocation and de-allocation of available resources. Resource monitoring also helps identify the advantages and the disadvantages of a discovered resource and its applicability to fulfill specific client requirements.

- **Resource selection.**
  Once appropriate and cost effective resources are identified, the most ideal resource may be selected. Resource selection endeavours to find a resource that completely fulfils all the client requirements in a timely manner. However, the selection of the most ideal resource from a list of discovered resources is very complex and is influenced by different aspects of a cloud computing setup. Therefore, service providers should use optimization algorithms to select the resources that will provide maximum optimization of the cloud infrastructure functioning.

The steps described above help cloud providers allocate resources in a distributed cloud system in an efficient manner. The segmentation of the resource allocation process increases
efficiency and allows cloud providers to monitor and manage allocation in a more effective manner.

Cloud computing is attracting more and more attention recently, resulting in a large amount of research on techniques of network virtualization for virtual network embeddings. The larger part of the research deals with efficient resource embedding of virtual network requests on resources that are physically available. The problem of efficient virtual network embedding is currently modeled as a question of mathematical optimization, dealing with minimizing resource cost during the implementation of virtual network embedding [53].

In [55], optimal networked cloud mapping is formulated as a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem, with the objective focusing on cost efficiency, whereas the constraints focus on maintaining the quality of service conditions. A method is subsequently proposed for the efficient mapping of resource requests onto a shared substrate network connecting various islands of computing resources. A heuristic algorithm is adopted to address the problem. A Java-based simulator is also introduced to evaluate the performance of the solution. Moreover, a proof-of-concept realization of the proposed schema, is deployed over the European future Internet test-bed FEDERICA.

Two algorithms are proposed in [9] that offer better correlation between the phases of node mapping and link mapping. These algorithms are D-ViNE, or Deterministic Virtual Network Embedding, and R-ViNE, or Randomized Virtual Network Embedding. In these algorithms, the virtual nodes are mapped to substrate nodes, allowing virtual link mapping to physical paths in the succeeding phase. In the physical network graph, a corresponding meta-node is extended for every virtual node, while each meta-node is also connected to a specific physical node subset [56].

Mixed-integer programming formulation is used for solving embedding problems with constraints on meta-edges, as well as for linear constraints on substrate network edges. Using mixed-integer programming for optimal virtual network embedding, it also becomes an NP hard problem. This approach is used to relax the integer program in order to obtain a linear programming formulation, solved in polynomial time. Rounding techniques, deterministic and randomized on the solution of linear program, are used to approximate the binary variable values in original mixed integer programming. While virtual nodes are only mapped once, a
multi-commodity flow algorithm is used for mapping virtual links on substrate networks among mapped virtual nodes. This process is solved in polynomial time, assuming that path splitting is already supported by the substrate network [56]. Along with bandwidth constraints, each virtual link is treated as a commodity, which consists of a pair of meta-nodes. This mapping results in an optimal flow for commodities that is equal to virtual link mapping in an optimal way [56].

Virtual network embedding is a key issue in network virtualization, and can be divided into two categories: intra-domain virtual network embedding, and inter-domain virtual network embedding. An efficient algorithm for intra-domain virtual network embedding is proposed in [15], that increases the utilization of resources through permission for path splitting and immigration in the substrate network.

Some topology-aware designs for node ranking, as well as meta-heuristic based algorithms of virtual network embedding, were presented for revenue-maximization of large numbers of virtual network requests. In inter-domain virtual network embedding, used for enabling virtual network provisioning over a large area, a framework for inter-domain virtual network embedding in a decentralized manner was presented. In order to accommodate a high range of virtual network requests, an approach named Max-flow/Min-cut was used to split the virtual network requests into sub-requests, with these used in turn exact mapping with processes [15].

Vinothina et al. [57] proposed the following set of factors that should be avoided by an efficient resource allocation strategy:

- **Resource contention.**
  
  There is resource contention when a single resource or cloud utility is being accessed by two different applications at the same time. This can occur when there is no proper scheduling or allocation of resources and can lead to the slowing down of cloud services.

- **Scarcity of resources.**
  
  There is scarcity of resources when the cloud setup dose not have enough resources to deal with the workload.

- **Resource fragmentation.**
  
  There is resource fragmentation when valuable resources lie around in a highly disorga-
nized manner. If there is resource fragmentation, a task may be deprived of a resource even when it is available for use. This might affect the cost effectiveness of the business model of the cloud provider and as well as profitability.

- **Over-provisioning.**

  There is over-provisioning when more resources are being assigned to a task than its requirement. This will once again affect the profit margins of the cloud service provider.

- **Under-provisioning.**

  There is under-provisioning when a task does not get adequate resources necessary for its completion. This may lead to dishonoring of the service level agreements between clients and cloud service providers.

A proper resource allocation strategy takes input from both the clients and the cloud service providers to use the most optimal resource allocation. It is often possible that requirements determined by clients may lead to over-provisioning of resources and requirements proposed by cloud providers may lead to under-provisioning. Table 3.3 shows the standard inputs from the cloud service providers and clients [57].

**Table 3.3: Client and service provider input providers.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Customer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provider offerings</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource status</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available resources</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application requirements</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreed contract between customer and provider</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4

A Map of the Clouds: Virtual Network Mapping in Cloud Computing Data Center

4.1 Introduction

Cloud clients are attracted to the cloud model by the ability to scale the number and abilities of their rented machines dynamically as their business demands require. The flexibility in payment options offered by providers is another attractive feature. However, performance hiccups can soon push clients to either switch to other cloud providers or even return to the buy-and-maintain model [3]. To maintain the performance in the data center at the level required by clients, cloud providers need a thorough data center management system. This management process includes synchronously handling the diverse resources of thousands of servers located in the data center along with clients’ data residing on them [4]. Virtualization’s role is key in this process. Through virtualization, cloud service providers can offer computing power, storage, platforms, and services in a commodity based design without the clients needing to worry about low level implementation details. Clients can compute and connect without the overhead of resource management or network routing and control [5].

To achieve seamless virtualization, cloud providers require an efficient system to compre-
hensively perform the functions of resource virtualization, allocation and scheduling in their geographically distributed network of data centers (public clouds). Cloud data centers contain thousands of servers that store, process and exchange clients’ data. These systems will receive clients’ network and computational resource reservation requests and perform the mapping and scheduling of these requests. In the virtual network model adopted by many providers, clients are able to reserve Virtual Machines (VMs) of multiple types that have different resource configurations [6][7][8]. Clients can also make connection requests. These connections will facilitate data exchange between the client VMs or between a client VM and that client’s private cloud. The VMs can represent the vertices of a virtual network where each client expects to maintain the agreed upon Quality of Service (QoS) conditions, regardless of how many other clients are sharing the data center resources at the same time. A key condition here is the system’s ability to allocate network resources to VMs dynamically at any moment. This virtual network mapping scenario raises certain questions: What is the optimal VM placement policy/method to serve client requests? Which connection assignment/mapping and scheduling policy should be used? How often are arriving requests processed and mapped? How are these requests prioritized?

In our work, we tackle the problem of virtual network mapping in a cloud computing data center environment. Virtual network mapping in this context means finding the optimal technique/policy to serve/handle requests received continuously from clients by constructing virtual networks that contain multiple VM instances running on servers in multiple geographically distributed data centers. Virtual machine instances can be connected through virtual network links or edges that are mapped onto physical (substrate) network paths.

The problem of virtual network mapping can be seen in the literature in different forms, each with the goal of developing the most efficient mapping (embedding or assignment in some sources) technique.

In [58], a resource scheduling model for cloud computing data centers is presented. In this model, requests arrive from clients either to reserve a VM, connect two VMs together or connect a VM to a private cloud. VM placement techniques and connection request scheduling techniques are evaluated. Both computational and network resources are independently considered. Connection requests are processed one by one without employing any aggregation.
In [59], the authors introduce another virtual network embedding methodology. Virtual network embedding is divided into node mapping and link mapping. The proposed virtual network embedding algorithm called ViNEYard coordinates node and link mapping stages so as to enhance the embedding efficiency.

The authors also propose a window-based virtual network algorithm called the WiNE. The simulation results show that combining the Virtual Network Requests (VNRs) and processing them in groups at the end of the time interval, called a window, is cost effective in terms of resources. As virtual network requests come in, the WiNE algorithm collects them in batches for a given time period (window) and calculates the potential revenue of each request, and then assigns higher priority to requests with higher potential revenue. Every virtual network request is active during a limited time frame. If this time frame (request lifetime) is over before the end of the window, the request is dropped or ignored. The optimal window size analysis for a set of requests was not addressed in this work.

The authors of [60] propose an embedding algorithm that accumulates multiple virtual network requests during a particular active window then processes them according to their specific requirements. The virtual network requests that cannot be addressed in a particular time window are inserted in a queue and then assigned accordingly in the subsequent windows. The request is dropped only when its maximum waiting time in the queue has passed without processing the request. Path splitting and migration features are also discussed.

In [55], optimal networked cloud mapping is formulated as a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem, with the objective focusing on cost efficiency, whereas the constraints focus on maintaining the quality of service conditions. A method is subsequently proposed for the efficient mapping of resource requests onto a shared substrate network connecting various islands of computing resources. A heuristic algorithm is adopted to address the problem. A Java-based simulator is also introduced to evaluate the performance of the solution. Moreover, a proof-of-concept realization of the proposed schema, is deployed over the European future Internet test-bed FEDERICA.

In [61], the authors use the difference in bandwidth requirements of applications and the cost of dividing flows into different electronic channels as a motive to come up with a new
design. Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks are implemented because these networks “Employ Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers (OADMs) which allow a wavelength to either be dropped at a node or optically bypass the node’s electronics.” The WDM mechanism proposed in the paper is traffic grooming. This mechanism aggregates applications that have less bandwidth requirements on shared wavelength channels in order to maximize network resource utilization. A sliding traffic scheduling model is also proposed. Scheduling does not depend on the connection lifetime in this model. Moreover, the authors present a time window based technique in which the network bandwidth requests are divided into multiple time windows. Spanning requests (or requests that are long enough to span over two time windows or more) can be scheduled in an alternative window if no network resources are available to serve these request in the current window.

In cloud computing environments, central network controllers have to deal with the task of mapping numerous virtual network mapping requests within short periods [62] [63]. To guarantee QoS of network connections in a networked cloud computing environment, there is a need for a centralized network controller.* An example of this scenario can be seen with the increasingly popular software defined networking (SDN) technology [64]. SDN controllers are responsible for centrally mapping clients’ connection requests. To put this to perspective, a typical SDN controller can support up to $10^5$ flows/s in the optimal case [65]. The sheer volume of requests arriving at the SDN controller can constitute a substantial performance handicap. The computational overhead will increase significantly if these requests are processed individually as they come. Therefore, the need arises for connection request aggregation. Considering aggregation as a solution to computational issues brings to the forefront many design questions. A complete methodology needs to be constructed. The most important decisions include aggregation technique, aggregation factor, window size, and request prioritizing. We endeavor to answer these questions and others in this work.

In this chapter, we introduce a new virtual network mapping methodology for cloud computing data centers. Our contribution can be summarized as follows:

- Introduce a comprehensive model that covers computational and network resource requests and supports performing node mapping and link mapping.
4.2 Model Description

When creating an efficient resource allocation methodology, it is critical that the resources involved in the cloud infrastructure are accurately modeled. Another key factor is that any cloud management system should be continuously aware of infrastructure operational status. In the scenario we are investigating, clients will reserve VMs for a fixed or an open amount of time. The specifications of connection requests, including the source, destination, and lifetime are not known in advance. The substrate network consists of data centers and client nodes. Each data center has a number of servers that can host multiple virtual machines without exceeding the server capacity. Multiple types of VMs with different resource configurations are available. After reserving the VM, a client may request connections between the VM and a client node. In a connection request, the client typically defines the source, the destination, the requested (preferred) start time, connection lifetime (duration), requested capacity units (VM specifications),

- Aggregate the connection requests into virtual network requests and process these requests in a time window based manner. This decreases the computational load on the central controller.

- Investigate the effect of fixed and dynamic window sizes and the aggregation factor combined with virtual network mapping in a networked cloud environment. The objective is to arrive at the optimal window size for a specific virtual network mapping problem.

- Investigate the effect of connections’ order on the performance of the system by testing multiple methods of prioritizing connections before processing.

- Investigate the effect of adding the Spanning connections technique and show its effect on revenue and performance.

The following sections are organized as follows: A detailed problem description is given in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the different time window selection techniques, and the spanning connection technique. The simulation environment and results are discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
and the required bandwidth. Table 4.1 shows a sample of the input data for the problem in the form of connection requests. To start solving this problem, client requests are aggregated into Virtual Network Requests (VNRs) based on a configurable aggregation factor. Next, serving connection requests is abstracted as a virtual network mapping problem where nodes represent sources and destinations and edges are virtual links between these nodes. Each virtual link represents a physical network path from the source to the destination. Moreover, each VNR will be assigned to a time window based on the requested start time. Therefore, we can abstract a single window as a set of virtual network mapping requests during the time period this window represents. In the case of a VNR lifetime that is long enough to span over more than a window, the VNR will be assigned to all of these windows. We call these requests spanning requests. Subsequently, the system performs node and link mapping for virtual network requests in a specific window on the substrate network.

A key decision here is choosing the window size that yields the best performance and revenue values. In the following section we discuss the techniques we use to decide the window size. The window size selection will affect performance measures like request acceptance ratio, allocation computational overhead, resource utilization and cloud provider revenue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection requests</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Requested start time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Client node 2</td>
<td>VM79</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Client node 12</td>
<td>VM170</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Client node 12</td>
<td>VM68</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Client node 0</td>
<td>VM163</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Client node 7</td>
<td>VM146</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>Client node 13</td>
<td>VM28</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>Client node 7</td>
<td>VM92</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>Client node 13</td>
<td>VM143</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>Client node 11</td>
<td>VM37</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>Client node 9</td>
<td>VM55</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. The Virtual Network Mapping Solution

4.3.1 Virtual Network Mapping

Node Mapping

Before mapping the VNR on the substrate network, the VM needs to be allocated the required computational resources. The VM will be placed on a server with sufficient resources. The node mapping algorithm used is a variation of the node distance algorithm used in [58]. The algorithm adds the advantage of insuring the VMs are distributed widely and this leads to less connection request collision.
Link Mapping

The next step is to map the virtual link onto a physical network path. This path has to be a valid path between the source VM and the client node or private cloud. In addition, the mapping has to satisfy the bandwidth requirements by the virtual link on all the physical links that construct the path. The algorithm used is a greedy algorithm that maps the virtual link onto the shortest path, provided that path has the requested bandwidth available. The advantage of using this algorithm is that it takes less time to calculate the path which decreases the computational overhead.

4.3.2 Time Window Selection Techniques

Fixed Window Technique

In this technique fixed time periods are chosen and windows are defined based on them. The connection requests are aggregated based on a predefined aggregation factor. This factor basically specifies how many connection requests are in one VNR. For any given fixed window, the connection requests are analyzed and those with the highest revenue potential are prioritized. The processed requests are then aggregated and mapped to the substrate network. Requests that cannot be mapped are rejected. A maximum waiting time for every request is also considered. Along with the connection request details, the client defines the maximum tardiness allowed per connection. If the connection was not served within this period, it is considered blocked [66].

Dynamic Window Technique

In this technique, client requests are still distributed over multiple time windows. However, the sizes of these windows might differ. The connections are divided into sets and the time window size is specified based on the number and lifetimes of the requests in this set. We implement this step using the maximum independent set algorithm [67][61]. A variation of this algorithm is used in the context of optical networks in [61]. The input of this algorithm is the set of connections as shown in table 4.1. Afterwards, an intersection table, as shown in table 4.2, is constructed containing binary fields indicating weather two nodes intersect
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(conflict) in time or not. Next, the interval graph shown in Figure 4.1 is constructed. Each connection request is represented by a node, and if two connections conflict in time, a link will be drawn to connect them. Figure 4.1 represents an interval graph of four connection requests (C1 to C4). The algorithm then divides these connections into independent sets so that if two connections are in the same set then they are in the same dynamic time window. Given the interval graph, the algorithm finds the largest set of connection requests such that no two nodes in the set are connected by a link. This set of nodes is called a maximum independent set of this interval graph. The requested start times for connections in each set form the boundaries of the dynamic time windows. In Figure 4.2, the client connection requests are shown divided into different time windows in which they all overlap in time. Within a single dynamic window, the time requirements for different client requests could also overlap. In other words, two different requests accommodated within a single time window might request resources in the same period of time [66].

As mentioned earlier, virtual network mapping involves node mapping and link mapping where connection requests are mapped to the substrate layer. This process is shown broadly in Figure 4.3. Once the number of windows and window sizes have been decided, the requests are allocated to their respective assigned windows and mapping is performed. The steps taken are detailed in Algorithm I. After deciding the number of windows (NW) and each window size (WS), these values are used to assign connections to windows. Next, connections that expire before the end of their assigned window are filtered and removed. Then, connections from each window are aggregated into virtual network requests (VNR) and sorted based on the potential generated revenue. The system checks if there is enough computational and network resources to map these requests. Finally, node mapping and link mapping are performed. A summary of the whole process is provided in Figure 4.4.

4.3.3 Spanning Connection Technique

After the time window division is done, some connection requests might be long enough to span over two or more windows. These connections are termed spanning connections. Handling spanning connections can go down one of two roads. Either we assign the spanning connection
Algorithm 1 Virtual network mapping using dynamic window technique

1: **INPUTS:** Connection requests set CR, Server set S, Virtual Machines VMs, Substrate network G(N,L,P)
   Node set N, Link set L, Path set P where Pijk is the path number k between nodes i and j, NP number of paths
   between i and j
2: **OUTPUT:** Mapping of virtual network requests from all the dynamic windows on the substrate network
3: Interval graph for CR is generated
4: ConnectionsInWindow[w]: Set of connections assigned to window w
5: VN_request[w]: Set of virtual network requests in window w
6: NW = Number of windows calculated by running maximum independent graphs algorithm
7: WS = Array of window sizes calculated by running maximum independent graphs algorithm
8: w = 0
9: for w < NW do
10:   ConnectionsInWindow[w] = AssignConToWindow(WS[w])
11:   w++
12: end for
13: w = 0
14: for w < NW do
15:   for all Con ∈ connectionsInWindow[w] do
16:     if Con.StartTime + Con.duration + Con.AllowedTardiness >= window[w].size then
17:       Con.StartTime = windowSizeSet[w]
18:     else NumBlockedConnections = NumBlockedConnections + 1
19:   end if
20: end for
21: w++
22: end for
23: w = 0
24: for all w < NW do
25:   Sort ConnectionsInWindow[w] in descending order based on the revenue
26:   w++
27: end for
28: w = 0
29: k = 0
30: for w < NW do
31:   while k < connectionsInWindow[w].size do
32:     addNewVNR(k, aggregationFactor, VN_Request[w])
33:     k++
34:   end while
35:   w++
36: end for
37: w = 0
38: y = 0
39: for w < NW do
40:   for y < VN_requests[w].size do // number of VNR in the window
41:     if CheckNodeMappingGreedy(VN_request[w][y]) then
42:       if CheckPathBW(VN_request[w][y]) then
43:         NodeMappingGreedy(VN_request[w][y])
44:         Linkmapping(VN_request[w][y])
45:         Accepted_VN_requests++
46:         NumServedConnections = NumServedConnections + VN_requests[w][y].size
47:       end if
48:     end if
49:   end for
50: y++
51: w++
52: end for
request to one of the windows it spans over, or assign the connection request to more than one (or even all of the covered windows). We start our experimentation by choosing the first option then we investigate the second option and show its effect on performance.

Analysis and aggregation of connections will be performed and this mainly depends on the start window and the duration of connections, which span over single or multiple windows. If the connections have the same start window, then it will be prioritized based on the generated revenue. The aggregation process will be performed only for connections that span over the same number of windows. The process will be repeated until the all connections with the same start window served.
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Figure 4.4: The virtual network mapping process.
4.3.4 Revenue Objective Function

One of the objectives cloud providers focus on when designing their virtual network mapping systems is revenue. Revenue mainly depends on the number of accepted VNRs. Revenue is defined in virtual network mapping context as follows [60][68][59] [69] : define the revenue of a single accepted VNR as:

$$R(VNR_i) = \sum_{c \in VNR_i} (\alpha \sum_{t=0}^{T_c} CPU_c + \beta \sum_{t=0}^{T_c} Memory_c + \gamma \sum_{t=0}^{T_c} Storage_c + \delta \sum_{t=0}^{T_c} BW_c)$$ (1)

As shown in the equation, the revenue of $VNR_i$ is the total of the revenue amounts coming from connections aggregated to form this VNR. Consequently, the revenue from a single request is calculated linearly based on the amount of resources it requests. We chose to design the revenue calculation in a generic way that adapts to any cloud provider with any set of resource offerings. The variables $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ refer to the prices of per unit for computational resources while the variable $\delta$ refers to the unit price for bandwidth(BW). CPU, memory, and storage are the main computational resources. Bandwidth is the only network resource used in this work.

4.4 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed techniques, a discrete event simulator was developed using C++. With regards to the substrate network, the National Science Foundation Network (NSFNET), as in Figure 5.2, is used in the simulation. Following similar setups to the ones in [58], the network is composed of 14 nodes of which 3 are data center nodes and the rest are client nodes. 132 servers were used in the simulation with 44 servers in each data center. 21 links were set up to connect the nodes with 546 paths defined. Three alternate routing paths were defined for each pair of nodes. The input contained data corresponding to 200 virtual machine instances.

For the connection requests coming from the clients, as in [59] [60] [55][68][70][71], their arrival rates were set according to the Poisson process varying from 1 to 5 steps of 0.5 per 100 time units. The connection request lifetime follows an exponential distribution with an average of 1000 time units. We run each experiment using 3000 connection requests. The
Figure 4.5: NSFNET network of 14 nodes.

maximum waiting time (maximum allowed tardiness) for each request was set to half of its lifetime. A connection request input line includes source, destination, start time, duration, virtual machine specifications and requested bandwidth information. The source nodes are uniformly distributed with a client ID ranging from 0-10, and the destination nodes that represent a virtual machine number follow a uniform distribution of 1-200, given the fact that 200 virtual machine instances were used in the simulation.

As for resource configuration, the CPU resources are uniformly distributed in the range of 50-100, and memory and storage resources are uniformly distributed in a range of 50-100 of their respective units. The available BW is set at 200 for all the links. When looking at the requested virtual machine capacities, CPU resources are uniformly distributed for every request for a virtual machine instance in the range of 0-20. For memory and storage, a uniform distribution is defined with a range of 0-200. Similarly with regards to BW, a uniform distribution within a range of 0-50 is defined.
4.5 Results and Analysis

4.5.1 Effect of Window Size Decision

Multiple metrics were measured during the experiments. Our main objective was to evaluate the window size decision effect over the different performance metrics. We have evaluated a no window scheme along with the dynamic window scheme based on the maximum independent set algorithm. In addition, we have evaluated fixed window scheme with multiple choices for the window size ranging from a small size (50 time units) up to a very large window size (2000 time units).

Figure 4.6 shows the average number of Virtual Network Requests (VNRs) per window. This number becomes very large as the window size chosen grows larger. This has a direct effect on the ratio of served connections. As the number of virtual network requests in a specific window grows, it becomes harder to find enough resources to establish a virtual network by mapping the requested nodes and links. When using dynamic window sizes although it does not produce the lowest number of virtual network requests per window, it still yields a low number close to the numbers yielded by the very small fixed windows size. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.7 that the served connections’ ratio for the dynamic window stands among the best. It was surpassed only by the results from fixed windows of a very small size (50 to 150 time units).

Figure 4.8 shows the average number of blocked connections. As we explained in the previous sections, all connections are aggregated with a factor of three, collected during the window and then processed at the end of the window. This means that if a connection’s lifetime expires before its respective window is over, it will be blocked or rejected before the beginning of the mapping process regardless of the availability of the resources. The main factor that affects the ratio of blocked connections, apart from connections’ lifetime, is the window size. As the figure shows, the number of blocked connections is very high for large window sizes while it stays at an acceptable level for small and dynamic window sizes. Again, the dynamic window size scheme performs acceptably for this metric.

We now examine the final metric which relates to the computational overhead expected by the network controller that performs the mapping process. The amount of computational
overhead needed to map a certain amount of requests is affected by two factors in this problem. The first factor is the number of windows. This is based on the window size when using the fixed windows size scheme. As the windows become smaller, the number of windows needed is larger and the total computational overhead grows. The second factor is the total number of
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![Graph showing ratio of blocked connections for different window decision techniques.]

Figure 4.8: Results showing ratio of blocked connections for different window decision techniques.

![Graph showing the number of rejected VNRs for different window decision techniques.]

Figure 4.9: Results showing the number of rejected VNRs for different window decision techniques.

VNRs in the problem. Figure 4.10 shows that for a specific amount of requested connections, using a small fixed window size tends to produce a much higher number of VNRs than using the large fixed windows sizes and dynamic windows. This corresponds with a higher overhead that of course is not favorable to the cloud service provider. Comparing the performance metrics
from acceptance, expired connections, and computational overhead, we find that using the dynamic window size scheme is the technique that produces the best performances for all these metrics. Hence, using this scheme would be the best option for the cloud service providers when performing virtual network mapping.

### 4.5.2 Effect of Connections’ Order

After dividing the connections into sets and assigning them to time windows, a decision needs to be made of the order these connections will be processes or served. There are multiple methods to prioritize connection requests over each other. We have evaluated the effect of multiple connections’ order schemes on performance metrics. For this set of experiments, multiple choices for the arrival rate ranging from 1 to 5 with a step of 0.5 have been used. CPU, Memory and Link utilization, and generated revenue have been added as metrics. Three prioritizing methods were evaluated for both fixed and dynamic time window schemes. These schemes were used in ordering the requests: high-to-low, low-to-high and same-order. In high-to-low, analyzed connection requests with higher potential revenue are prioritized for aggregation mapping. The low-to-high method gives priority to the other side of the scale while same-order method deals with connections based on their original arrival order. For this
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Figure 4.11: Results showing VNR acceptance ratio for different connections order schemes.

Figure 4.12: Results showing ratio of served connection for different connections order schemes.

round of experiments, fixed window size was set to 50 time units.

Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show the behavior of the three connections’ order schemes regarding the metric of acceptance ratio and ratio of served connections as a function of increasing request arrival rate. As we can observe in these figures, the low-to-high method surpasses
the other two schemes with regards to the acceptance ratio and the ratio of successfully served connections. This can be explained by the close dependency between the amount of revenue generated from a request and the lifetime of a request. Low revenue requests tend to end very quickly, which provides an opportunity to use the network resource to schedule more requests. This reflects positively on the ratio of served connections and the acceptance ratio metrics.

For resource utilization metrics, the picture looks different. Figures 4.13 - 4.16 compare
the resource utilization for the three methods and covers fixed and dynamic window sizes for each. It is noted that the high-to-low method shows the best resource utilization readings for computational and network resources involving CPU power, memory, storage, and bandwidth. This can be referred to the effect of the method on the served connections. The high-to-low method tends to prioritize a fewer requests but these requests reserve resources for long periods of time. This leads to less resource fragmentation and higher utilization ratios for these
4.5.3 Effect of Maximum Allowed Tardiness on the VN Mapping Performance

The main goal here is to assess the effect of the connection’s maximum allowed tardiness on performance metrics. For this experiment, the arrival rate was set to 2.5. We kept the window size either fixed at 500 and 1000 or dynamic, while varying the maximum allowed tardiness of a connection request starting from 10% of the connection’s lifetime up to 100%.

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show that choosing an optimal allowed tardiness value is a tradeoff. Figure 4.17 shows the effect of gradually increasing the allowed tardiness limit per connection on the ratio of blocked connections (connections rejected in the phase before the mapping starts). This is shown for three different window size techniques. It is clear that the ratio of blocked connections decreases as the allowed tardiness per connection becomes higher. This is due to the fact that when connections have higher tolerance for tardiness, they are able to wait until the end of the window when the scheduling happens; therefore, fewer connections are blocked.

Figure 4.18 shows the effect of increasing the allowed tardiness level on the ratio of served
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connections. Regardless of the window size technique used, high allowed tardiness levels lead to improvements in the ratio of served connections. Higher tardiness tolerance gives the scheduler more options in terms of connection mapping and leads to more connections being scheduled. These improvements range from around 3% in the case of dynamic window sizing to 8% in the case of large window sizes. The dynamic window size technique shows stable performance regardless of the degree of tardiness allowed. Hence, this technique is more suitable for highly demanding environments where connection allowed tardiness level either keeps fluctuating or is very tight to begin with.

4.5.4 Effect of Spanning Connection Technique

To conclude the set of experiments, an analysis was conducted to evaluate the result of implementing the spanning connection technique on the performance metrics. We have used arrival rates ranging from 1 to 5 with a step of 0.5. We focused in this analysis on generated revenue as the main metric.

Analysis of connection requests was carried out using both fixed window and dynamic window size techniques. Requests are then prioritized based on the highest revenue (using high-to-low method). Aggregation is performed for the prioritized requests and the mapping
Figure 4.19: Results showing the ratio of served connections for different order schemes using spanning connection technique.

is done onto the substrate network. Requests are rejected if mapping cannot be embedded on the substrate network.

Figure 4.19 shows the effect of enabling the spanning connections on the ratio of served connections when using dynamic window and fixed window size of 500 time units along either high-to-low or low-to-high ordering methods. The figure shows interesting results. The comparison between the three methods is not as straightforward as it was before using the spanning connections. Although fixed window size with high-low method still yields the lowest served connection ratio compared to the other two methods, low-to-high does not guarantee the best performance in all cases like before. Instead, using fixed window size with low-to-high method performs better in the case of high connection load while using the high-to-low method along with the dynamic window size technique method produces better results when the load is low or regular. This is due to the fact that this method prioritized the spanning connections inherited from earlier windows to be served first. This allows for more connections from this category to be served compared to the low-to-high method which will order the spanning con-
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Figure 4.20: Results showing the generated revenue for different mapping schemes using spanning connection technique.

Connections along with the current window connections based on their potential revenue. As the connections that arrived in the current window will have more tolerance for tardiness, this in total will lead to more connections served. However, as the load increases, the effect of the spike in the service ratio starts to go down and the original trend starts to show again. This is also supported by the fact that the spanning connections percentage gets marginalized when the number of connections per window becomes higher.

In the experiment shown in Figure 4.20 we try to find the combination of techniques that achieves highest revenue when using spanning connection technique. Using Dynamic window size selection along with high-to-low connection ordering technique achieves the highest revenue for high and low loads. This is despite the number of connections served through dynamic window size selection at high arrival rates were less in high-to-low than when using low-to-high ordering methods. This is because of the focus on higher revenue requests which guarantee more revenue per request.

Figure 4.21 presents the ratio of blocked connection in the case where the maximum al-
Figure 4.21: Results showing the ratio of blocked connections for different order schemes using spanning connection technique.

The evaluation result demonstrates the benefits of proposed spanning connections technique and proves that the results are best drawn in the case of dynamic windowing.
Chapter 5

A Greener Cloud: Energy Efficient Provisioning for Online Virtual Network Requests in Cloud Data Centers

5.1 Introduction

Cloud computing, over the last few years, has emerged as a new computing model, allowing utility based delivery of IT services to end users. Cloud computing relies on virtualization technologies to provide on-demand resources according to the end user’s needs, but problems with resource allocation pose an issue for the management of several data centers. There are a number of constraints on the choice of allocation strategies, such as server capacity, fault tolerance or the network bandwidth capacity, just to name a few [72].

An important challenge in network virtualization is virtual network embedding. This involves constructing a virtual network using both the physical side of a network (meaning the nodes) such as hosts, as well as the links, including allocating appropriate CPU, memory and storage [15][16]. Most studies of network virtualization focus on accommodating the maximum number of virtual network requests in order to maximize revenue but fail to consider the electricity costs of the infrastructure provider’s network [59][60]. As shown in another study, energy related costs represent 50% of operating costs for a data center, and such costs are
increasing faster in relation to other related expenses such as network devices or servers [15].

Data centers consumed on average the energy equivalent of 25,000 households [73][53]. Such high power consumption also leads to other serious issues at data centers, such as shortening the lifetime of different devices, wasting energy, and releasing excessive amounts of CO2, a major cause of global warming [53]. Thus the consideration of power consumption in the design of data centers is important for overcoming these issues [72].

Optimizing energy use in cloud computing is an issue that has been drawing greater attention from multiple levels in recent years. The literature contains a number of different solutions related to energy-awareness, such as (a) using more energy efficient hardware, (b) server consolidation, (c) application of energy efficient network protocols, and (d) adoption of temperature aware workload applications [72].

A typical cloud computing data center consists of large number of geographically dispersed servers or clusters of servers, which are interconnected through the use of a physical network to create the cloud’s infrastructure. The different types of devices used in the physical network are the main cause of power consumption. Power consumption in the network can be grouped into two types: that associated with the communication of the network devices, and that associated with the processing of the servers being used, representing roughly one-third and two-thirds, respectively, of the total power consumed by the network. The large number of applications in use in a typical data center makes minimizing power consumption a highly challenging but critically important task [53].

Network virtualization can be used to increase energy efficiency in substrate networks, allowing consolidation through the virtual hosting of different resources on the same substrate resource. Migrating resources virtually allows the network to balance its overall energy load and reduce the total power consumption of the network [74].

Cloud computing environments require a number of VN embedding requests to be handled by central network controllers in short periods of time. If all these requests are fulfilled individually at the time of their arrival then it is possible to significantly increase the computational overhead. Along with high levels of computations, cloud data centers also face energy management problems. Most studies of cloud computing data centers focus on managing computation problems, while small algorithm modifications can lead to energy savings through appropri-
5.2. Related Work

5.2.1 Power Efficient Provisioning for VN Embedding

Virtualization or network virtualization is considered a key enabler in cloud computing. Requests for applications from users are treated as virtual machines to differentiate between the nature of the applications and hardware. The cloud infrastructure consists of physical servers and equipment of the WDM network, which all consume some quantity of power. The power consumed by this infrastructure can be divided into two parts, workload dependent power, and workload independent power. Workload independent power is considered idle power, and as such it is subject to reduction through a scheme of energy-efficient virtual network provisioning. The basic plan behind this scheme is to switch off lightly-loaded equipment in the cloud infrastructure, made possible by merging virtual machines with a small number of physical servers and routing communication demands through a small number of fiber links [75].

Continuous monitoring of data traffic and powering off unused switches are highly useful in managing energy efficiency in data center networks. Monitoring network traffic and power usage is also advisable for reducing total energy use in an enterprise network. Another technique involves shutting off cables selectively in bundles or links during light traffic periods. Another study uses resource scheduling to reduce energy consumption in virtual network embedding. Consolidation of these techniques produces an energy consumption model along with an energy-aware virtual network embedding algorithm [76].
5.2.2 Energy Aware Data Centers

The main technology currently used for energy-efficiency programs in data center servers is virtualization. By enhancing management decisions, it is possible to create, move, copy and delete virtual machines that can summarize virtualized services. Consolidation of hardware and the reduction of redundancy are useful in improving energy efficiency. Hibernating or turning off unused servers is also helpful in saving energy. Hardware able to manage higher loads is also available for reducing physical servers. Self-management, however, remains inadequate in managing energy efficiency in data centers. The services on a data center’s site can be moved to other sites if necessary, as virtualization and management are not the only solutions.

In addition to considerations of load during the migration of services, there is also the issue of heat generated during these operations, as every time a node in a data center is used it also produces heat. Services with a high operation load and a high generation of energy can be moved to data centers which are low in operational load and energy generation [16].

For handling power use efficiently, a resource allocation energy-aware joint node and link approach is presented in [16]. A generalized power consumption model is presented which captures four different states: fixed power consumption of an active physical node, variable power consumption of an active physical node, fixed power consumption of network equipment and variable power consumption of network equipment [16].

Fixed power consumption of an active physical node deals with idle power consumption, which is also known as baseline power consumption. Variable power consumption of an active physical node deals with CPU power consumption, which is the main contribution to power consumption variations in the physical nodes. Fixed power consumption of network equipment deals with baseline power consumption during periods of non-connectivity of the network ports, while variable power consumption of network equipment deals with the active link’s power consumption. The network port’s power consumption is independent of the link’s actual load, so the number of connected links is directly proportional with the upper power consumption limit [16].
5.2.3 Energy Conservation in Cloud Data Centers

A model for energy conservation in a cloud data center environment is presented in [76]. This study focuses on the problem of energy-aware virtual embedding with the help of consolidation of the least number of substrate nodes and the powering off of unused substrate nodes. There are two challenges for the use of consolidation technique in virtual network embedding, energy consumption modeling and energy-aware embedding algorithm design [76].

The challenge of energy consumption modeling emerged because of the various roles substrate nodes play in order to satisfy CPU and virtual network requests, as well as bandwidth requirements. Because of this, substrate nodes have very different levels of energy consumption, making them difficult to model accurately. The second challenge, that of energy-aware embedding algorithm design, is also known as an NP hard problem, which make it more complex when developing an algorithm that simultaneously considers energy efficiency [76].

In the first challenge, the active substrate nodes are identified and differentiated in two categories, working and intermediate nodes. The working nodes are those nodes which provide satisfactory computing capacity as well as communication bandwidth used for sending and receiving of packets. The intermediate nodes are those which only forward packets. The energy consumption model is designed for both these nodes, as well as a quantitative analysis for all energy consumed including that used by virtual nodes and virtual links in virtual network requests. An integer linear programming problem is formulated for minimizing active substrate nodes [76].

For the second challenge, an algorithm called EA-VNE is designed which uses an energy-aware virtual network embedding heuristic algorithm, i.e. a two stage virtual network embedding algorithm. In the node mapping stage of the algorithm, the best-fit and worst-fit schemes are used for ranking nodes in node mapping. The objective of using the best-fit scheme is to satisfy node requirements in virtual network requests to minimize the number of active working nodes, while the objective of the worst-fit scheme is to satisfy connectivity constraints, which also benefits the succeeding link mapping stage and maximizes the probability of virtual network requests acceptance. A special link-mapping mechanism is also developed in the link mapping stage which is used to minimize number of active intermediate nodes [76].
5.2.4 Energy Aware Virtual Network Mapping

An energy-aware virtual network embedding approach is proposed in [77], which presents a trade-off between increasing the number of virtual networks accommodated by an ISP and decreasing the energy costs of whole system. An ISP maps virtual networks to physical nodes and links in order to accommodate virtual network requests in its network, along with minimizing the additional energy costs of these requests [77].

There are two important observations generated by this approach. The first is that substrate nodes are normally dispersed geographically to deploy and deliver end-user services, so the energy costs in different areas might be different and fluctuate over time. An ISP needs to efficiently map virtual nodes of a virtual network to physical nodes with lower energy rates while satisfying virtual network location constraints [77]. Secondly, server power consumption and CPU utilization are approximately linear with a large offset that is up to 50% of power at peak. For this reason, an ISP needs to map the virtual network’s virtual nodes to its active physical nodes so the maximum number of nodes without any load can be put into sleep mode to save energy [77]. Modeling and computing the energy cost of the complicated physical infrastructure of an ISP network is a technical challenge, as is implementing such a solution, which is also addressed in this study. A further technical challenge that is also considered is designing a virtual network embedding algorithm which is energy-aware [77].

5.3 System Model

It is very critical to model the resources involved in cloud infrastructure accurately, while creating a competent energy-efficient resource allocation methodology. It is also important for cloud management systems to be continuously aware of the status of their infrastructural operations. In the scenario we are investigating, clients will reserve VMs for a fixed amount of time. There are both data centers, client nodes, and routing nodes in a substrate network, with each data center able to host a number of virtual machines. The number of virtual machines a data center can host cannot exceed its server capacity. With different types of resource configurations there are multiple virtual machines available. When a client reserves a virtual machine, it is possible for client to request a connection between the client node and the virtual
machine. Establishing such a request requires the client to define some aspects such as source, destination, the preferred (requested) starting time, duration or connection lifetime, bandwidth required, and virtual machine specifications or preferred capacity units (requested). Table 5.1 shows a sample of connection request input data. As a solution, clients’ connection requests are aggregated based on a preset aggregation into Virtual Network Requests (VNRs). Each VNR will be assigned to a fixed time window based on the requested start time. Consequently, a set of VNRs within each window will be abstracted as virtual network embedding requests. Subsequently, the system performs energy efficient node and link embedding for VNRs. In the following section, we discuss the energy consumption model based on this scenario for embedding virtual nodes and virtual links into the substrate network.

### Table 5.1: An example of a set of connection requests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection requests</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Requested start time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Client node 12</td>
<td>VM68</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Client node 12</td>
<td>VM170</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Client node 2</td>
<td>VM79</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Client node 0</td>
<td>VM163</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Client node 7</td>
<td>VM146</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>Client node 13</td>
<td>VM28</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>Client node 7</td>
<td>VM92</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>Client node 13</td>
<td>VM143</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>Client node 11</td>
<td>VM37</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>Client node 9</td>
<td>VM5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.4 Power Efficient Virtual Network Embedding

This section demonstrates the network model or cloud infrastructure which describes the structure of the network. It further proceeds with virtual network requests, virtual network embedding and power efficient virtual network provisioning.

#### 5.4.1 Network Model / Cloud Infrastructure

The network model in this study is a substrate network. The substrate network has elements such as nodes and links. Every node and link is associated with a set of capacities. CPU, memory and storage are used for the nodes while the capacity of available bandwidth is used for links.
The virtual network has elements such as virtual nodes and virtual links. The requested capacities of virtual nodes are CPU, memory, and storage. In our case, bandwidth is the only requested capacity of virtual links. A requested start time, duration, allowed tardiness are associated with each virtual network request.

5.4.2 Energy Aware Virtual Network Embedding

Virtual network embedding is composed of node embedding and link embedding. Both embeddings are described in this section below.

Energy Aware Virtual Network Embedding: Node Embedding Stage

Virtual network embedding is required to allocate necessary computational resources prior to embedding the virtual network request on the substrate network. Having an energy-aware virtual network embedding sets a specific goal for the node embedding stage. This goal is embedding virtual nodes into the least possible number of substrate nodes while fulfilling the virtual nodes’ CPU, memory and storage requirements.

In this technique we calculate the difference between the CPU capacity required by the virtual node and the CPU capacity available on the substrate node. Obviously, only substrate nodes with enough resources that have more than 15% of their capacity available as a safeguard are considered as candidate nodes. The virtual node is then embedded to the substrate node that it best fits. This method has some benefits such as saving energy by reducing the working nodes.

Energy Aware Virtual Network Embedding: Link Embedding Stage

In virtual network embedding, there is a need for embedding virtual links to a physical network path. The embedded network path should be a valid path between the source of the request (a embedded virtual node) and the private cloud or client node. The link embedding also requires fulfilling the bandwidth requirements for the virtual links on each physical link used for path construction. A greedy embedding algorithm for the selection of the most energy efficient shortest path is used. The algorithm finds the three shortest paths between the given two nodes.
Following this, the path with the minimum number of bridging nodes needing to be switched on will be selected. We anticipate that this will lead to energy efficiency.

5.4.3 Used Techniques

Fixed Window Technique

In a fixed window technique, fixed time periods are created to define windows. On the basis of a pre-defined aggregated factor, the requests of connections are aggregated. Connection requests are analyzed for any given fixed given window as well as prioritized on the basis of their revenue potential. The prioritized connection requests are then aggregated and embedded towards the substrate network. The remaining connection requests which are neither embedded nor aggregated are rejected. The maximum amount of waiting time required for every connection request is also considered. The maximum value of tardiness which can be allowed for each connection is also defined by the client through their connection details. The connections which cannot be served within this time period are also blocked.

Spanning Connection Technique

After finalizing the time-window division there might be some connection requests which are too long and need to span in two or more windows. These connection requests are termed spanning connections. There are two possible methods to handling such connections: the spanning connection can be assigned to spanned windows, or it might be assigned to more than one connection request. Our experimentation will start with first option, and after will investigate the second option to show the effect of each on performance.

The analysis and aggregation will be performed on connections which mostly depend on starting window and connection duration. This might span over multiple or single windows. For connections having same start windows the prioritization will depend on generated revenue. Connections having the same number of windows are required to perform an aggregation process. This process will be performed repeatedly until all same start window connections are served. A summary of the whole process is provided in Figure 5.1.
Energy efficient node embedding: Virtual node embedded to the substrate node that best fits

Energy efficient link embedding: Select the path with the minimum bridging nodes needing to be switched on

Figure 5.1: The energy efficient virtual network embedding process.
5.5 Performance Evaluation

5.5.1 Evaluation Setup and Metrics

A discrete event simulator has been designed and developed with the use of C++ for evaluating the proposed technique.

The NFS network with regards to the substrate network is used in the developed simulator. The designed network, as shown in Figure 5.2, has 14 total nodes, where 3 nodes are data center nodes and 11 are client nodes. The simulation uses 132 servers, with each data center containing 44 servers. 546 paths are defined to connect the nodes with 21 links altogether. For each pair of nodes, there are 3 alternate routing paths, as shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Substrate Network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network used in the simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternate routing paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available BW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of servers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulator’s input data parallels 200 virtual machine instances. The arrival rate for the connection requests of clients is set using the Poisson process to 2.5 per 100 time units. An
exponential distribution of connection request lifetime is followed with average of 1000 time units.

For each set the maximum allowed tardiness, or waiting time, was set to half of the lifetime. The input line of a connection request includes the source, destination, starting time, lifetime, specifications of the virtual machine, allowed tardiness and requested bandwidth information.

Each experiment is run for different number of connection requests 500-3000. For each set the maximum allowed tardiness, or waiting time, was set to half of the lifetime. The input line of a connection request includes the source, destination, starting time, lifetime, specifications of the virtual machine, allowed tardiness and requested bandwidth information. In the simulation 200 virtual machines are used.

As shown in Table 5.3, for the server configuration, the CPU resources are also distributed uniformly over a range of 50 to 100, while memory and storage resources are distributed uniformly over a range of 50 to 100 with respective units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available resources per server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory and storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For all links, the BW is a set of 200 units. As shown in Table 5.4, the virtual machine capacities, which are requested the CPU resources for each request, are also distributed uniformly from 0 to 20 for each virtual machine instance. Memory and storage distribution is designed with a range of 0 to 200, while the BW range is from 0 to 50, designed for uniform distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requested virtual machine capacities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initially, all the nodes are switched off. As in [76], servers and bridging nodes in an idle
state consume 150W. For full CPU utilization, the servers’ power consumption is set to 300W. The power needed for routing a connection request is set to 15W.

5.5. Performance Evaluation

5.5.2 Numerical Results and Comparison

The results are discussed in this section with the help of figures. Figure 5.3 is showing the energy consumption for our algorithm used in simulator i.e. energy efficient node and link mapping as discussed in previous sections. The proposed algorithm is compared with a random technique which is used to map nodes and links. The physical node is embedded with virtual node randomly as well as physical link is embedded with virtual link in the same way. It is clearly shown in the figure that our technique outperforms the random technique in terms of energy consumption. This graph also proves that our algorithm is more efficient in terms of energy efficiency. It can be clearly seen that our algorithm has much better results than the other random technique. This also shows that our algorithm is more efficient when used in larger networks and enhance the energy consumption of the network. Figure 5.4 shows the amount of energy gained using BestFit technique with windowing in cloud environment.

![Figure 5.3: Real time energy consumption.](image)

The number of served connections used for the both techniques are shown in Figure 5.5. Our algorithm has a better acceptance ratio as compare to the random technique. In the figure
5.5, the served connection decreases (e.g. at 1500 connections) that means that the algorithm prioritized the connections and tend to serve the connections with highest revenue even the number is less.

The objective of this work is to make energy consumption more efficient and improvement of revenue. In Figure 5.6, it is clearly shown that our algorithm generated better revenue than random technique. The figure is showing that the revenue is increasing all the time with a good ratio which has its own importance.
5.5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Figure 5.5: Number of served connections.

Figure 5.6: Generated Revenue.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

Implementing virtualization in a smooth and cost effective way is crucial to the cloud service acceptance and market penetration. A challenge faced by cloud service providers is designing the resource allocation techniques that will tackle the problem of virtual network mapping. Clients send numerous requests to reserve computational and network resources and expect the Quality of Service conditions they specify to be maintained through the request lifetime. One of the main features that define a virtual network mapping policy is the windows size selection scheme. Multiple window size selection schemes were presented and evaluated in chapter 4. A dynamic window selection scheme was introduced in the context of virtual network mapping for cloud computing data centers. After evaluating the possible window size selection techniques, simulation results showed that the Dynamic Windows Size scheme achieved all cloud service providers objectives in terms of served connection ratio, resource utilization and computational overhead. Moreover, three connection ordering schemes were investigated. Low-to-High technique achieved the best performance in terms of the ratio of served connections while high-to-low had the advantage in terms of resource utilization. In addition, the effect of adding features like maximum allowed tardiness and the spanning connection technique was studied.

An energy efficient technique for embedding online virtual network requests in cloud environment was proposed in chapter 5. The proposed algorithm produces better results in terms of energy consumption and revenue generation. Results demonstrate that the proposed algo-
6.2 Future Research

There are several possible research area that directly follow from our work. Below are some of the most important ones:

As a future step, we will further investigate the impact of a different aggregation factor, different pricing options in a network virtualization environment and the distributed cloud network topology on performance, energy consumption, and revenue of the virtual network mapping requests. Design and implementation of a comprehensive prototype of the network virtualization environment is of utmost importance. Moreover, instead of the simple revenue calculation used in this work and in the existing literature, an advanced model can be proposed. The virtual network mapping problem in cloud environment needs to be formulated, this formulation can be used to develop other virtual network provisioning algorithms. Moreover, a VM migration method that captures the network topology, the available resources of the hosting servers and real time communication between multiple virtual machines needs to be developed in order to minimize the total migration time and maintain QoS of the hosted services.
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